How to build a racing car

Originally published in 1949 by Floyd Clymer, this edition was republished in 2010 by
VelocePress. This comprehensive and informative book, written in easy to understand
language, puts the capability of designing and building a 1950s era midget racing car or a
three-quarter (dirt track) car within reach of the home-based enthusiast. The fundamental
principles described in this book may also be applied to the construction of a 50s track roadster
or even a custom built hot rod. Highly technical terminology and engineering terms have been
avoided, as the aim of this book is to define the construction process in clear and
understandable terms, regardless of the readers technical background or training. The
principles it contains are just as relevant today as they were some 50 years ago when this book
was first written. The design process is clearly explained, the raw materials required are
described, and the construction process is presented in an easy-to-follow step by step
procedure. Obviously, this book would also be a valuable reference for anyone contemplating
repairing, refurbishing or restoring a vintage racing car. This edition also includes a 38 page
bonus section featuring a reproduction of an appropriate Offenhauser Speed Equipment
catalog. Out-of-print and unavailable for many years, this book is becoming increasingly
more difficult to find on the secondary market and we are pleased to be able to offer this
reproduction as a service to all those vintage automotive race car builders and enthusiasts
worldwide.
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14 Sep - 8 min - Uploaded by Dans Rods and Customs Day 68 Today we get started on the
lexus. Finally i have a project that i am alound to build and.
People often look at racing organizations like Formula 1, Indy Car and NASCAR and have
this notion of how race cars are built. Visions of.
Learn how race cars are designed and work. Free learning guide for dynamics/ handling,
suspension, chassis, powertrain, aerodynamics, safety, and.
Race cars and high-performance vehicles come in many different varieties and each variety
has its own unique characteristics that define it. To help you choose . Design and Make Your
Own Car! FREE Tutorials and Tips, FREE Design Tools, PLUS Race Car Types Guide + Car
Design, Build & Customizing Books.
Live YOUR Dreams! LEARN How You Can Create Your Own Car or Truck For Racing,
Sport or Off-Road Fun! FREE Tutorials ** GET STARTED TODAY **. The voice of
authority on Formula 1, MotoGP, sports cars, historic motor sport and all other forms of
racing. Also home to the award-winning podcasts.
Building an Electric Racing Car: A small team of school kids and myself have built and raced
an electric racing car. This is how we did it. The car I helped build and run back in '08 finally
met its end. something as wimpy as an old Escort into a reasonably competitive race car.
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Editorial Reviews. Review. Speedscene, July The magazine of the Hillclimb and Sprint
association. As anyone who read his long-running series of articles. This is the story behind
amateur racer X's first race car buildout. Racer X building his first race car, a Chevy Nova
door slammer for.
Race Car Build. Vintage racers walk the fine line between period looks, performance and
safety. While one may think it looks like a bunch of guys in old race.
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